Moon Phase Review

The
phases
shown on the bottom of the illustration correspond to the positions of the moon as seen in the
orbital diagram above. You must be able to match the position of the moon in the orbital diagram
with a phase where that phase is NOT shown in an ordered sequence.
Things to keep in mind:
1) You must picture yourself on the surface (circumference) of the earth directly under
the position of the moon you are trying to interpret. Your position on the earth will
be different for each moon position you are looking at. For instance, if you were
looking at the moon in position 1, you would be standing on earth at position A. If you
were looking at the moon in position 4, you would be standing on earth at position B
looking up at the moon. The same applies to moon position 6 and position C on earth.
2) Disregard the day/night position of the earth. It’s not important.
3) Starting at ‘New Moon’ (really no moon at all - you see nothing) all moon phases
start on the right side of the moon and move to the left. Again, moon phases always
progress from right to left.
4) Time for a complete phase cycle = 29.5 days.
What to do:
1) First identify the full moon, (white side facing earth) position #5, and the new moon,
(dark side facing earth) position # 1.
2) Next find the 2 half moons which must be located half way between the new and full
moons. The half moons are positions #3 and #7. Since #3 is the first or waxing half
moon it will be drawn with the right half illuminated. Since #3 is the second or waning
half moon it will be drawn with the left half illuminated. Remember, right to left.

3) Position #2 must be bigger than a new moon but smaller than half a moon. Since it
is at the beginning of the moon phase cycle it will appear as a crescent on the right
side of the moon.
4) Position #4 must be bigger than a half moon but smaller than full. Again, since it is
part of the first half of the phase cycle it will appear as illuminated on the right side.
This is known as the waxing gibbous moon.
5) In position #6 the moon is again less than full but more than a half moon. Since it is
now in the second half (past full) of the lunar phase cycle it will appear as illuminated
on the left side. This is the waning gibbous moon.
6) Position #8 is less than half but more than a new moon. Again, since it is the last phase
the moon appears illuminated on the left side.
Recap: Find the new moon, the full moon, and the two half moons. Anything else is in between
meaning smaller or bigger than half. And remember, phases progress from right (first
half of the cycle) to left (last half of the cycle).
Note: It may appear that when the moon is full (position 5) it will be in the earth’s shadow.
This is sometimes true and when that happens it is known as a lunar eclipse. This can
occur only when the moon is full. But most of the time the sun, earth, and moon are not
in a direct line and so no eclipse occurs. This is difficult to show in a two dimensional
diagram.
If the moon’s shadow falls on the earth, as it can only when the moon is in position #1, it
produces a solar eclipse.
Again: Lunar eclipse only when moon is in position #5 (above)
Solar eclipse only when moon is in position #1 (above)

(LUNAR ECLIPSE)

(SOLAR ECLIPSE)

Question: Why does it take only 271/3 days for the moon to revolve once around the earth but it
takes 291/2 days for a complete set of moon phases? Why the extra 21/6 days?
A revolution is defined as the time it takes the moon to go
around the earth and return to its starting point in space. On
the diagram this would be once around, starting at point A and
returning to point A. This takes 271/3 days.
But in that time the earth has been moving through space as it
orbits the sun.
A set of moon phases is defined as the time it takes for the
moon to start directly over point X on the earth and return
to that same spot directly over point X. Since the earth has
been moving through space, it takes the moon an extra 21/6
days to ‘catch up’ and return to its position above point X.

Question: What causes tides?
The moon’s gravity pulling on the
oceans on the side of the earth nearest
the moon (A) produces a high tide.
There is a second high tide at C because
the oceans there are farthest from the
gravitational pull of the moon. Low
tides occur at positions B and D.
The Earth rotates beneath these positions producing about 2 high tides and 2 low tides every day.
The sun’s gravity also has an effect on the
tides. When the moon and sun are aligned
the high tides are higher than normal.
These are called Spring Tides.
When the sun’s and moon’s gravity are
pulling at 90o one another then the high
tides are lower than normal. These are
called Neap Tides.

